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26 Beach Street, White Beach, Tas 7184

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 9 Area: 1153 m2 Type: House
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Contact agent

Situated only 275 metres from the White Beach foreshore, and not much more to the boat ramp, is a perfect opportunity

for you to enjoy shack life. A large 1153m2, level and beautifully presented plot of land with accommodation of 4

bedrooms (with ancillary) in total and more than enough room for a caravan and boat is waiting for you.The main dwelling

built in the 1980s offers full facilities of main bathroom, open plan kitchen, dining and living area and 2 double-sized

bedrooms. There is a covered entertaining area at the rear and a sundeck on the front. It’s beautifully maintained,

bordered by lovely and easy care gardens and provides a style of living that instantly dissolves any real life concerns. We

all gravitate to these places to forget about life for a while, and it’s easily done here.There is an externally located bedsit

that has a kitchenette, bathroom, sitting area and two further bedrooms. The bunk house (ancillary dwelling) is perfect for

overflow accommodation and the kids will love their sense of independency.I absolutely loved the private, covered and

inviting entertainment area located at the rear of the property. A large wood fire is central to this party area that has

everything you need to celebrate the fact that you’ve left everyday life behind, at least for a little while.The property is

fortunate to be bordered mostly by a large agricultural orchard meaning neighbours are minimal, and has some

infrastructure for vegetable gardens and a lockable single bay garage to store the summer toys. Fully fenced and secure,

this holiday or retirement property is neat as a pin and ready for its next bout of

celebrations._____________________________________________________________________________Disclaimer:  This information has been

carefully compiled and is not intended to be treated as a warranty or promise as to the correctness of the information.

Interested parties should undertake independent enquiries and investigations to satisfy themselves that any details

herein are true and correct. The author makes no claim as to the accuracy of the information within and does not intend it

to be legally binding. All other responsibilities disclaimed.Information contained herein on specific properties has been

provided by the vendor, by the authorities, or by third party providers. It is subject to the final contract and interested

parties must take their own separate enquiries to verify and ensure accuracy of the information herein.


